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1)   Summary  

The goal of this work is to determine the optimal concentration of zinc that enhances the  

wound healing process the best, before developing a biomaterial that release nanoscale particles of 

this metal on the wound. For that, three main experiments will be performed. 

The first one is testing the cells' proliferation, by counting the amount of cells cultured with 

different concentrations of zinc at different lapses of time. The second one deals with the cells’ 

migration ; a wound is being simulated on the cells' layer by a scratch with the tip of a pipette. 

Then, after  adding the different quantities of zinc, the wound areas are compared in each case. 

Finally,  the  last  one  is  about  the  enzyme activity.  For  that,  cells' medium  are  analyzed  by 

zymography and protein content in cells extracts are measured thanks to BCA assay.

The first obvious conclusion that we can make is that the use of zinc improve the cells’  

proliferation, the cell´s migration and the production of proteins. The second conclusion is that the 

optimal concentration that improves the cells abilities appears to be near to 50 µM.

Some problems or issues occurred during this work, in particular the edge effect,  which 

corresponds to the deterioration of the cells situated on the perimeter of the plate, during the culture 

because of the medium's evaporation. The schedule and equipment's management and organization 

has also to be taken in consideration, in order to spare time and money.

The final biomaterial  that will  release the nanoparticles of zinc in likely to be made of 

polylactic acid (PLA) which is a biodegradable polymer usually used for this type of application. 

Moreover, running on from this work, studying the effects of a mix of nanoparticles from various 

metals like zinc, calcium and silver, the latter well known for its antimicrobial and antibacterial 

properties, could have even more positive impact on the wound healing process.
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1)   Abstract  

The aim of this work is to determine the optimal concentration of zinc that stimulates the 

wound healing process. This study will turn on three main experiments, that will be performed at 

least twice.

The first experiment's objective is to observe the proliferation of the cells in presence of 

different  quantities of zinc, depending on time. From that point we will be able to determine the  

approximated optimal zinc concentration that enhances the healing process.

The second one concerns the cells migration. In fact, a wound will be simulated by a scratch 

on the cells layer with the tip of a pipette. Then different concentrations of zinc will be added . Next 

the lesion areas will be measured with Image J software and then compared in order to determine 

which zinc concentration engenders the fastest regeneration.

The final experiment deals with matrix metalloproteinase (MMP), which is a zinc-dependent 

protein. In this experiment will be performed a zymography and a BCA assay, technics used to 

determine the quantity of enzymes or proteins in a solution.
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2) Introduction

A wound  corresponds to  the loss of the continuity of the epithelium, tissue located at the 

surface of the epidermis, following an injury to the skin or underlying tissues or organs caused by 

surgery,  chemicals,  a  cut,  heat/cold  or  as  a  result  of  a  disease.  This  damage  can  lead  to  the 

penetration of infectious agents inside the organism concerned, what provokes the healing process.

Wound healing can be defined as the physiological process by which the body replaces and 

restores  the  function of  the  damaged tissues.  This process  is  divided in  these  three successive 

stages : inflammation, proliferation and maturation. Moreover, different types of cells are involved : 

the neutrophils  first,  that develop during the inflammation phase,  the macrophages next,  which 

amount increases at the beginning of the proliferation phase, and finally the fibroblasts that come 

into play at the end of the proliferation phase and at the start of the maturation phase.

The  inflammatory  phase  (0-3  Days)  is  a  'biological  emergency'  response  of  the  injured 

organism. Protective measures are activated like heat, redness, pain, swelling or loss of function.

During proliferation (3-24 Days), the wound is  'rebuilt'  thanks to new granulation tissue 

composed of collagen and extracellular matrix, secreted by fibroblasts, into which a new network of 

blood vessels  develop. These ones have the objective to supply the oxygen and the nutriments 

required by the fibroblasts.  Finally,  epithelial  cells  cover the lesion.  The result  is  that the gash 

becomes smaller and smaller as it heals.

Maturation (24-365 Days) or remodeling, is the final phase and occurs when the wound is 

closed.  The cellular activity in the former wound area decreases just  like the number of blood 

vessels does. Type III of collagen is replaced by type I and scar tissue is formed.

The Neutrophils, first type of cells involved in the wound healing process, are part of the 

immune system.  Their  role  is  essential  in  phagocytosis  of  intrusive  of  infected  cell  ;  they are 

merging with the antigen with the aim of neutralizing it. Then both the antigen and the neutrophil 

die, because all its glucose reserves are emptied.
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Later, it is the tern of the macrophages to take the relay. It is question of cells also able to  

perform the phagocytosis, that is to say the 'cleaning', the elimination of dead cells or pathogen 

agents. They will kill and digest until a hundred of infected cells before succumbing by themselves.

Finally,  the  fibroblasts  are  a  type  of  cells  that  synthesize  the  extracellular  matrix  and 

collagen, essential  for the reconstruction of the damaged tissues.  The myofibroblasts enable the 

contraction of the wound. Those cells are resistant and proliferate a lot, that is why they will be used 

in the following experiments.

Figure 2.1   : Cells responding during the wound healing process  

The use of nanoparticles is gaining impetus in the present century as they possess defined 

chemical, optical and mechanical properties. The metallic nanoparticles are most promising as they 

show good medical properties due to their large surface area to volume ratio. Different types of 

nanomaterials  are  currently used in medicine or are object  of studies.  We can think of copper, 

titanium, magnesium, gold, alginate, silver and zinc.
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3) Protocols

Even if animal cell culture was first successfully undertaken by the American biologist and 

anatomist Ross Harrison in 1907, it was only in the second part of the twentieth century, thanks to  

several improvements in this domain, that cell culture became a common tool for biologists. First,  

antibiotics were developed, what allowed the solving of many of the contamination problems that 

plagued earlier cell culture attempts. Second was the development of the technics like the use of 

trypsin to untie the cells from their culture containers. Finally scientists were able to determine the 

optimal culture medium that made it far easier to grow cells.

The cell culture consists in placing cells in a flask with the same properties of the organism 

they are from, in order to make them proliferate and afterward to be able to study them. Once  

introduced in  their  new environment,  the  cells  fasten  to  the  bottom of  the  container  and start 

dividing. The division time, also known as mitosis, for fibroblast, is between 18 and 24 hours.

The main issue there is with cell culture is contamination. This phenomenon can occur in 

different ways. First,  the most common one is microbial or fungal contamination.  Next,  it can be 

chemical, with the presence of metallic ions, detergent, hydrogen peroxides or ammoniac. Then, the 

purity  of  the  products  used  is  essential :  it  is  sometimes necessary  to  filtrate  the  liquids  used. 

Finally, hands, forearms and laboratory equipment must be cleaned with 70° ethanol before being 

set inside the hood.

The four main rules that need to be followed when working in the laboratory with cells  

cultures are first, working in the hood, then wearing gloves, an overall and a hair restraint. Next 

washing equipment with modified 70° alcohol. Then, all the flasks or tubes that contained cells 

need to be clean with bleach before being thrown away. Finally having all liquids that will be in 

contact with cells warmed, and after that filtrated.
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Figure 3.1   : The hood enables to work with sterility             Figure 3.2   : Liquids' temperature must be viable for the cells  

                                                                    

EXPERIMENT I

3.1.1 -   C  ulture medium preparation     :  

Here is  the composition of the standard medium used for the culture of the cells  (  this 

composition can change depending on the experiment in question) :

Type of product Proportions required Volume (mL) 

Dulbecco's modified eagle medium (DMEM) 88 % 44 mL

Fetal bovine serum (FBS) 10 % 5 mL

Penicillin 1 % 0,5 mL

Glutamine 1 % 0,5 mL

Table 3.1   : Composition of the standard culture medium for a 50mL total volume  
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3.1.2 -   D  efrosting of the cells  

This stage consists in introducing the content of one cryotube, coming from the -80°C fridge 

or from the liquid nitrogen container, into a flask with the culture medium. The cells have been 

frozen in 0,9 mL of FBS and 0,1 mL of a cryoprotective solution of dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). 

The latter being toxic for the cells, therefore 15mL instead of 10mL of warm culture medium must 

be inserted into the flask for a better dilution of this harmful product. Finally, the cryotube that 

contained the cells need to be bleached before being thrown away.

3.1.3 -   C  ulture of the cells  

In fact DMSO is toxic for the cells. The culture medium has to be changed 24 hours after the 

defrost of the cells, after having those washed with a few milliliters of phosphate buffered saline 

(PBS), a physiological solution, composed of salts like NaCl, KCl, Na2HPO4 and KH2PO4,  in order 

to eliminate any residual traces of the liquids previously used. Then cells need to be divided as soon 

as they become too confluent, that is to say in average every two or three days.

The  environment  of  culture  is  nothing  else  than  an  incubator  regrouping  the  following 

properties :

Humidity of 90 % Temperature of 37°C Atmosphere with 5 % of CO2

Figure 3.  3   : The incubator used for the several experiments  
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3.1.4 – Trypsinization

The goal of this next step is to untie the cells from the bottom of the flask. For that first the 

10 mL of medium have to be removed from the flask, and replaced by 5 mL of trypsin, a chemical 

specie that hydrolyzes proteins responsible of the bonding of the cells with the flask, after having 

these ones washed with warm PBS. Then the container has to be put in the incubator for about 5-10 

minutes, in order to enhance the action of the trypsin. Next, the floating cells in the trypsin have to 

be added with 5mL of medium in a sterile tube, just before being placed in the  centrifuge for 5 

minutes, at the speed of 300G. Finally, the extra liquid needs to be evicted and the yellowish pellet 

of the cells, situated at the very bottom of the tube, carefully collected.

3.1.5 -   C  ells counting  

The yellowish pellet of cells obtained by centrifugation needs to be mixed with 1 mL of 

warm medium. Next, in a micro tube, are added 90 µL of medium and 10 µL of cells. A Neubauer  

Chamber or Hemocytometer is used to determine the number of these cells. 10 µL of the solution of 

the micro tube will be added on each edge of the cover glass. The counting is now possible through 

a microscope.

Figure 3.  4   : The Neubauer Chamber or Hemocytometer  
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The  magnification  is  set  on  the  10x  objective.  The  counting  is  performed  in  the  area 

delimited by three lines. Cells that touch the upper and left border are counted (black color) whilst 

the ones in contact with the right and lower border (red color) are not. This procedure is repeated in 

the four main squares and the average x͞ of those values need to be done. Then the total number of  

cells in the solution is reachable thanks to the following formula :

Nb of cells =  ͞x *10*104*Vsolution

(Eq. 3.1)

 

For a hemacytometer, the depth of the chamber is 0,1 mm and the area counted is 1 mm2. 

Therefore, the volume is 0,1mm*1,0mm2 = 0,1mm3 or 10-4 mL. Moreover, the factor ten is due to 

the fact that the sample taken from the solution with cells is ten times smaller in volume, and 

therefore in cells concentration.
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3.1.6 -   P  lating  

A trypsinization must be applied first to the cells of the flask. When the pellet of cells is 

obtained, the counting has to be proceeded. Then the stock solution is then to be prepared. In order 

to get the low cells concentrated solutions needed, dilutions have to be realized. It is the case for the 

calibration curve experiment, where we start from 640 000 cells and we need to have the final tube 

with only 5 000 cells. The volume containing the total amount of cells required is first computed. 

Then, this volume is mixed with culture medium in order to have for example a volume of 4 mL of 

the stock solution S1 . Next 2 mL of S1 are decanted into the second tube, then 2mL from the second 

to the third one, and so on... Afterwards 4 times 500 µL of each solution are introduced, thanks to a 

micro pipettete, in each well, and the plate is ready to be set into the incubator.

3.1.7 -   Z  inc addition  

Zinc  is  a  transitional  metallic  element  that  has  be  known for  a  long  time.  It  is  widely 

distributed in the human environment, being found in the water, the air, and in the food. That is why 

this element is also present in the human body, with a quantity of 0,8 to 3,0g.

This micro nutriment is essential to the organism and shows major assets ; it first inhibits the 

growth of several bacterial species, then it reduces super infections, enhances local defense system, 

stimulates  epithelialization,  stabilizes  cellular  membrane  and,  by  the  way,  reduces  antibiotic 

consumption .

The advised intake of zinc is between 10 and 15 mg a day. Zinc is usually present in dishes 

rich in proteins. Regulated by the liver, the zinc concentrates in tissues having a high cell turnover. 

Located intracellularly in extracellular matrix, epidermal (~50 μg/g) and dermal (~10 μg/g) tissues 

in the human skin, the zinc concentration can increase until 30 % in a lesion area.
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According to the swizz Center of Research and Applications regarding Oligo elements, the 

lack of zinc, also known as hypozincemia, can lead to various symptoms, especially problems in 

wound healing, but also cutaneous lesions, anorexia and cardiovascular problems

In those experiments, the zinc is added in the wells via  a 50 mL solution of medium without 

calcium mixed with solid ZnCl2. At first we need a stock solution of 50 µM, which will afterwards 

be  diluted  in  order  to  obtain  the  others  Zinc  concentrations.  The  mass  of  ZnCl2 required  is 

determined by the following formula : ( MZnCl2 = 166 g/mol )

C*V*N = m

(Eq. 3.2)

Numerical application : 50.10-6 (mol/L) * 50.10-3  (L) * 166 g/mol = 3,4.10-4 g

The following relation  is  essential  in  order to  determine the  necessary volume of stock 

solution to add in the other tubes :

 C1*Vunknown = C2*V2

 (Eq. 3.3)

For example, with a stock solution S1 of ZnCL2 with the concentration of 50 µM, in order to 

obtain 5 mL of a 40 µM ZnCL2  concentrated solution, 4 mL of S1 need to be mixed with 1 mL of 

culture medium in the new tube. For a solution of 30 µM, 3 mL of S1 are added with 2 mL of culture 

medium, and so on... Finally, just before setting the plate in the incubator, 500 µL of each solution 

prepared have to be poured into the wells.
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3.1.8 - Alamar Blue® addition

The Alamar Blue® is designed to measure quantitatively the proliferation of various human 

and animal cell lines, bacteria and fungi. In fact, this product contains a redox indicator based on the 

detection of metabolic activity. A continuous growth of the cells in the wells engenders a reduced 

environment while an inhibition of the proliferation maintains an oxidized one. Then, the reduction 

related to the growth of the cells leads the redox indicator to change from its oxidized state (non-

fluorescent, blue) to its reduced form (fluorescent, pink).

Figure 3.5     : AlamarBlue® biological fluorescence emission spectrum  

The assets of  AlamarBlue® are first its color an fluorometric change, which is clear, stable 

and distinct and then its minimal toxicity for the living cells, those being able to be reused for an 

another measure or experiment. It is also water soluble, convenient to use and work on cells in  

suspension as well. Nevertheless, AlamarBlue® has one major disadvantage : its light sensitivity. 

Therefore it is essential to work in a room as dark as possible and cover with an aluminum foil the  

plates containing this product.

AlamarBlue® is added to the culture middle in the proportions of 10 %. Then the wells of 

the plate can be filled and the measure carried out. The incubation time is about four hours.
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3.1.9 -   F  luorescence measuring  

Fluorescence is a phenomenon in which an atom absorbs some light in a wavelength and 

resends it immediately in an another one.

Figure 3.6   : 96 wells plate (Calibration Curve) ready to be set in the microplate reader.  

The measuring instrument that will give the fluorescence of the samples is the Infinite 200 

PRO® Multimode Microplater Reader. Before introducing the well plate inside the equipment, all 

the bubbles that the wells might contain have to be exploded with a needle, because they can falsify 

the values. With or without its lid, the well plate is now ready to be set on the tray of the device. 

The latter,  thanks to  a  528 nm wavelength radiation,  excites  electrons  of  the molecules  of  the 

solution present in the wells what creates light with a wavelength of 590 nm, that is then measured.  

The fluorescence values can afterwards be analyzed or compare with the calibration curve.

Figure 3.7   : The Infinite 200 PRO® Microplate Reader  
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EXPERIMENT II

3.2.1 -   W  ound simulation  

The goal of this experiment is to observe the migration of cells cultured in different Zinc 

concentrated mediums, concentrations chosen with regard to the Experiment 1, that is to say those 

that seem to catalyze the cells' proliferation the best. Therefore the concentrations of 0, 10, 30 and 

50 µM as well as control will be tested during this new experiment. The latter consists in seeding 

cells on two 12 wells plates, concentrated at 30 000 cells/well, until they reach confluence, that is to 

say about 3 days, and then in performing a scratch on the bottom of each well by means of a yellow 

pipette tip, in order to simulate a wound, in other words, to damage a cells' layer.  The medium 

contains  a  low quantity  of  FBS (1%)  in  order  to  prevent  the  cells'  proliferation.  Moreover,  a 

concentration of 0,8 mM of calcium is necessary in order to keep the cells in good shape, and 1,8 

mM for the control.

Figure 3.  8   : The two 12 wells plates read before the simulation of the wound with the yellow tip  
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Here is the composition of the medium used for the culture of the cells for this experiment 

( except for the Control medium which contains DMEM with standard concentration of Calcium 

that is to say 1,8 mM ) :

Type of product Proportions required Volume (mL)

DMEM with 0,8 mM of Ca  2  + (instead of 1,8mM) 97 % 48,5 mL

Fetal bovine serum (FBS) 1 % 0,5 mL

Penicillin 1 % 0,5 mL

Glutamine 1 % 0,5 mL

Table 3.2   : Composition of the low serum culture medium for a 50mL total volume used in this experiment  

3.2.2 - MetaMorph Software

The  second  stage  of  the  experiment  consists  in  taking  picture  of  the  wells,  thanks  to 

MetaMorph, a microscope automation and image analysis software.

In fact, before the seeding, two parallel lines had been drawn on the bottom of the plate in 

order  to  determine an area of  the wound that would be  photographed for every measure.  Two 

pictures need to be taken per well : the first one between the two lines, and the second one under on 

of the two lines. Those pictures will be taken right after the scratch ( T=0 ), then 12-14 hours, 24 

hours and finally 48 hours after the latter. The magnification required is the 4x objective, in order to 

have a global view of the wound area.

Figure 3.  9   : Microscope equipped with a camera and the Metamorph software  
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3.2.3 - Image J   s  oftware  

After that the pictures have been improved with the iPhoto software, it is possible to begin 

the wound area measure, thanks to the Image J software.  It is question of an image processing 

program developed at the National Institutes of Health. Its possibilities are innumerable, but what is  

of interest for the experiment is its capacity to compute an area from a picture, that is to say to give 

in pixel the proportion of the wound within the picture.

Once the areas have been determined for each and every stage of the experiment ( T=0, 12-

14, 24 and 48 hours after the wound simulation), it is then possible to plot the values and compare 

the evolution of the wound areas corresponding to the different experimental conditions. In fact, all 

the values are compared to the witness value which is nothing but the wound area right after the 

scratch on the wells, that is to say T=0.

Figure 3.  10   : Method used in order to measure the wound area.  
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EXPERIMENT III

The objective of this experiment is to determine the quantity of proteins present in the cells' 

culture  medium  and  to  study  the  cells'  matrix  metalloproteinase  (MMP)  activity,  focusing  on 

MMP2.

Figure 3.  1  1   : Classification of matrix metalloproteinases  

For  that,  cells  will  be  first  cultured  until  confluence,  in  two  24-wells  plates,  at  the 

concentration of 50 000 cells/well, with normal medium, that is to say medium with calcium and 10 

% of FBS. Then, as it was the case for the experiment 2, the different zinc concentrated medium 

will  be added in the different wells.  The same concentrations as the former experiment will  be 

tested. In fact, control, 0, 10, 30 and 50 µM of zinc will be added to the cells, mixed with the 

medium with low amount of FBS, 1 % only. The first measure takes place 24 hours after the zinc 

addition. Medium is extracted from the wells and placed in micro-tubes before being stored in the 

freezer for a future zymography analyze. Cells are then washed a couple of time with PBS. 
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Next 300 µL of M-PER buffer are added to each well of the plate, which is afterwards placed in the 

freezer as well. M-PER is used in order to extract cytoplasmic and nuclear protein from cultured 

mammalian cells. The cell lysis using M-PER buffer results in rapid, mild and efficient lysis. The 

content extracted can from now on be measured by BCA assay. This protocol is repeated three days  

after the zinc addition.

3.3.  1   - BCA assay  

The BCA Protein Assay is a detergent-compatible formulation based on bicinchoninic acid 

(BCA) for the colorimetric detection and quantization of total proteins. This method combines the 

reduction of Cu2+ to Cu+ by proteins in an alkaline medium with the highly sensitive and selective 

colorimetric  detection  of  the  copper  cation  using  a  reagent  containing  bicinchoninic  acid.  The 

purple-colored reaction product of this assay is formed by the chelation of two molecules of BCA 

with one cuprous ion. This water-soluble complex exhibits a strong absorbance at 562 nm that is 

nearly linear with increasing protein concentrations over a board working range of 20-2 000 µg/mL. 

The BCA method is not a true end point method ; that is, the final color continues to develop.  

However,  following incubation,  the  rate of continued color development  is  sufficiently  slow to 

allow large numbers of sample to be assayed together.

Figure 3.  12     :   The r  eaction of the BCA molecule and the copper cation  
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3.3.  1  .  1  - Calibration curve  

Vial Volume of M-Per (µL) Volume and source of BCA (µL) BCA concentration (µg/mL)

A 0 300 of stock 2 000

B 125 375 of stock 1 500

C 325 325 of stock 1 000

D 175 175 of vial B dilution 750

E 325 325 of vial C dilution 500

F 325 325 of vial E dilution 250

G 325 325 of vial F dilution 125

H 400 100 of vial G dilution 25

I 400 0 0 = Blank

Table 3.3   : Composition of the samples for the calibration curve  

3.3.  1  .  2   - Experimental samples  

In this part of the experiment, a volume of 25  µL of each sample is required, and then 

mixed with 200 µL of working reagent. It is first essential to compute the volume necessary for 

both two BCA reagents A and B, in order to obtain this final working reagent. In fact, in addition to 

the 9 previous conditions regarding the calibration curve, 20 others conditions need to be tested, 

corresponding to the wells of the plate of the experiment. Moreover, 3 repetitions of each condition 

will  be  measured.  In  other  words,  87  wells  will  be  mobilized.  Therefore,  the  volume total  of 

working reagent is 17,4 mL but to be certain to have enough quantity, 20 mL will be prepared. The 

proportions being 50 parts of the reagent A for 1 part of the reagent B ( 50:1, reagent A:B), 19,607 

mL of reagent A and 0,393 mL of reagent B will be mixed in order to obtain the good quantity of 

working reagent for all the wells mobilized.
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Figure 3.  1  3   : Picture of the plate containing in its wells the mix of the 25 µL of the samples and the 200 µL of the   

working reagent

3.3.2 –   Z  ymography  

3.3.2.  1   –   G  els preparation  

The very first step regarding this measure is to make the two gels that will react with the 

matrix  metalloproteinase present  in the wells and by the way enable to  determine the protein's 

quantity in the cells' medium for the different concentrations of zinc. 

The first one is called 'resolving' and is made of the following components :

Components Volume (mL)

Water 4,400

Acrilamide 5,000

Resolving 4,000

Ammonium Persulfate (APS) 10% 0,150

Tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED) 0,006

Gelatine 1% 1,500

Table 3.  4   : Composition of the gel ´resolving´  
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The second on is called 'stacking' and is made of the following components :

Components Volume (mL)

Water 4,100

Acrilamide 1,000

Stacking 0,810

APS 10 % 0,060

TEMED 0,006

Table 3.  5   : Composition of the gel   '  stacking  '  

Note 1 : Those quantities lead to the formation of two gels. If more gels are required, the  

proportions just need to be adapted.

Note 2 :  APS being put  in contact with TEMED launches the reaction of gelation. It  is 

essential to put one of those two components at the very end of the preparation in order not to 

launch this one too quickly.

Once those two solutions are prepared, the resolving solution is poured between the two 

plates of glass, in the gap indicated by the red arrows on the picture below. Those plates of glass 

have previously been cleaned with ethanol and dried with paper. This is now time for the gelation to 

occur, for about one hour. Isopropanol is then added in order to evict the potential bubbles and 

finally released. Water is introduced into the gap in order to clean the residual isopropanol. The 

second solution prepared, the stacking solution,  is  now in turn introduced inside the gap. After 

around twenty minutes of reaction, the stacking part of the gel begins to be formed. It has to be  

removed gently and placed in the container for electrophoresis.
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Figure 3.  1  4   : Picture of the assembly for the gel preparation. The arrows indicate the gaps where the solutions are   

added.

3.3.2.  2   –   E  lec  t  rophoresis  

The gel is now placed inside the electrophoresis container which needs to be filled of a 

solution of  running buffer*1 (2,9 g of Tris-base, 14,4g of Glycine, 1g of SDS are poured in a 

bottle of 1L, in order to obtain ph = 8,3). The samples of the different medium as well as the buffer 

sample can now be placed delicately on the top the gel. The generator is afterwards turned on and 

the reaction can be launched.

Figure 3.  1  5   : Picture of the assembly for the electrophoresis  
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Gradually, the different stripes of the samples of cells' medium are going down, like it is  

observable on the following pictures. After a little more than one hour, the stripes have crossed the 

entire gel and it is now time to take it out of the electrophoresis assembly.

Figure 3.  1  6   : Picture showing the evolution of the strips of cells' medium at T=0, T=1/2h and T=1h, inside the   

electrophoresis container.

Once the gel has been gently removed, it has to incubate for about half an hour in a solution 

of renaturing buffer*1 (250 mL of triton x-100 in a bottle of 1L) , at the room temperature, under 

gentle agitation. Then, after a water wash, thirty other minutes are necessary to keep the gel in a 

solution  of  developing  buffer*1 (commercial  buffer),  still  at  25°C  and  under  slow  agitation. 

Finally, this buffer has to be changed and the gel is set in the incubator overnight (approximately 16 

hours).  The day after,  a blue solution of  staining buffer (5g of coomassie blue R-250, 50 mL 

methanol, 100 mL of acetic acid glacial, in a bottle of 1L. There is need to filtrate the solution 

before using it. It is possible to keep it at the room temperature in order to reuse it) comes to replace 

the  former  one,  for  one  hour  and under  agitation.  After  an  another  water  wash,  a  solution  of 

destaining buffer (5 mL of methanol + 50 mL of acetic acid in a bottle of 500 mL) is introduced 

inside the gel's container, as the name suggests, in order to evict the blue coloration of this one. The 

gel is afterwards left under agitation a few days, until stripes appear on it. It is better to change the 

destaining buffer when it becomes too blue and to check that its quantity is always sufficient.
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3.3.2.  3   – ImageQuant TL 7.0  

The ImageQuant TL 7.0 offers the possibility of taking very precise pictures of the gels, and 

adjusting the brightness and the focus of the photographs. Then those pictures are being analyzed by 

the ImageJ software in order to determine the area of each stripe, especially the bigger one that 

corresponds to the MMP2, which is of interest in this work because they are involved in the process 

of tissue remolding, an essential step in the wound healing process. The one just above represent the 

MMP 9.

Figure 3.  1  7   : The ImageQuant TL 7.0 that enable to take pictures of the gel  

Then, it is time to link the zymography to the BCA assay. In fact, once the different areas 

have been measured, those ones are divided by the BCA concentration for each condition and then 

normalized to the value 0, so that we obtain values homogeneous to percentages which are easy to 

compare.

Figure 3.  1  8   : The gel's stripes' area measure thanks to Image J software  
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4) Results

EXPERIMENT I

4.1.1 – Cells' proliferation

Figure 4.1   & 4.2     :   Above, the e  volution o  f   the cells' density regarding different concentrations of Zinc, and  below the   

photographs corresponding to th  ose   different zinc concentrations   after different lapses of time  

Here are the photographs made in correspondence with the Alamar Blue® measures. The 

pictures taken thanks to the MetaMorph software are in black and white. In order to improve their 

quality,  those  photographs  have  been  treated  with  iPhoto  software.  Therefore,  the  colors  are 

artificial.
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4.1.2     – Cells' proliferation (repetition)  

Figure 4.  3 & 4.4   :    Above, the e  volution on the cells' number regarding different concentrations of Zinc, and  below the   

photographs corresponding to th  ose   different zinc concentrations   after different lapses of time  

        

It  is important  to notice,  that from those photographs, it  is impossible to determine any 

approximate value of the cells'  concentration. However, it  is feasible to predict and explain the 

sudden decrease of the cells number in some wells, just observing the shape of the cells. In fact, 

those photographs are a tool, used to have a general idea of the cells' condition.
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EXPERIMENT II

4.2.1 – Cells' migration   (Between the two lines)  

Figure 4.  5     &   4.  6     : Above, the evolution of the wound area's size, between the lines, compared to the initial wound   

area's size. T=0 corresponds to the measure realized just after the scratch, and  below the photographs corresponding  

to the different zinc concentrations   after different lapses of time  
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4.2.  2   – Cells  '   migration (  Under one of the lines  )  

Figure 4.  7     &    4.  8      : Evolution of the wound area's size, under one of the lines, compared to the initial wound area's   

size. T=0 corresponds to the measure realized just after the scratch, and  below the photographs corresponding to the  

different zinc concentrations
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4.2.  3   – Cells  '   migration  's repetition (Between the two lines)  

Figure 4.  9     &    4.  10    : Evolution of the wound area's size, under one of the lines, compared to the initial wound area's   

size. T=0 corresponds to the measure realized just after the scratch, and  below the photographs corresponding to the  

different zinc concentrations
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4.2.  4   – Cells  '   migration  's repetition (Under one of the lines)  

Figure 4.  10     &        4.  1  1    : Evolution of the wound area's size, under one of the lines, compared to the initial wound area's   

size. T=0 corresponds to the measure realized just after the scratch, and  below the photographs corresponding to the  

different zinc concentrations
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EXPERIMENT III

4.  3.1 – The zymography   after 24h  

Figure   4  .  1  2   &   4.13   : Picture of the gels after one day of agitation in the solution of destaining buffer.   Above, t  he gel 1,   

with the stripes corresponding to 50,   30, 10, 0, the control, 50, 30, 10 and 0   µM   and below   the gel 2 with the stripes   

corresponding to 0,10,30,50,   the   control, 10, 30, 50 µM and   the   control.   On the right,     the graph corresponding to the   

MMP2 quantity, after normalization with the BCA assay experiment.   The values have also been normalized by the 0 µM   

values which is represented by the grey line or 100%.
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4.3.2   -   The zymography (repetition)   after 24h  

Figure   4.1  4     & 4.1  5   : Picture of the gel after   one   day of agitation in the solution of destaining buffer.   The   stripes   

correspond to   50, 30, 10, 0, Control, 70, 50, 30, 70, 50, 30, 10 0   µM   and finally the control.   On the right,     the graph   

corresponding to the MMP2 quantity, after normalization with the BCA assay experiment. 

4.  3.  3     – The zymography (repetition)   after 3 days  

Figure   4  .  1  6     &   4.1  7   : Picture of the gel after one day of agitation in the solution of destaining buffer.   T  he stripes   

correspond   to the control, 0, 10, 30, 50, 70, the control, 0, 10, 0, the control once again and finally to 0 µM.     On the   

right, the graph corresponding to the MMP2 quantity, after normalization with the BCA assay experiment. The gray  

straight line on the graph represents the MMP2 quantity for the condition 0 µM of zinc concentration.
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5  ) Problems, difficulties & solutions provided  

5.  1 - The poor in protein and calcium medium  

For the first try of the experiment 2, medium without calcium and only 1% of FBS has been 

used right away the scratch on the cells' layer. Unfortunately, after that, the cells were not able to 

grow properly. In fact they adopted an uncommon shape and didn't seem to proliferate.

Figure   5  .1   & Figure 5.2   :   Above, the e  volution of the wound area under one of the two lines, using medium with low   

serum and no calcium.   Below, the photographs corresponding to the most representative results, that is to say 50 µM of   

zinc and the control.

On this graph above we observe that the evolution of the wound area is  often aberrant. 

Indeed in some cases, the lesion tend to grow. It is the case for 50 µM, that, under one of the two  

lines plotted, after two day, have witness an augmentation of the wound's surface superior than 20% 

of its initial size. However, those aberration don't affect the control, which contains calcium in its 

medium, which enable the cells to develop properly, what is clearly observable on the following 

pictures. That is why, in the repetition of the experiment 2, medium with 0,8 mM of calcium and 

1% of FBS was used, and this time, the cells looked in good shape and proliferated like expected.
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5  .2 - The edge effect  

When culturing cells for use in, for example, drug screening assays, maintaining consistently 

high  throughput  is  essential.  However,  in  order  to  achieve  this  while  obtaining  reliable  data, 

evaporation  and  consequent  well-to-well  variability  must  be  significantly  minimized.  This  is 

commonly experienced as the result  of the ‘edge effect’,  where medium from the wells during 

incubation is evaporated. As a phenomena which is especially prominent in the wells close to the 

perimeter of the plate (the edge wells), this can be highly problematic. As the medium evaporates, 

concentrations are altered and differential rates of evaporation across the plate results in variability.  

When a volume loss as small as 10% can concentrate media components and metabolites enough to 

alter cell physiology, this can have a detrimental effect.

Another critical factor affecting evaporation is the frequency with which plates are removed 

from the incubator for microscopic examination. Furthermore, as is often the case, incubators can 

be shared by multiple users, making frequent door openings another issue. Exposure to external 

conditions decreases humidity control and temperature within the incubator, thus increasing the rate 

of evaporation. 
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However, in order to maintain accurate and consistent media concentrations across the micro plate, 

and  prevent  cells  from  drying  out,  media  levels  may  need  to  be  topped  off  throughout  the 

incubation period – another process that requires removal from the incubation environment. This 

puts further emphasis on the importance of maintaining evaporation levels as low as possible to 

prevent wells from running dry.

Evaporation across cell culture micro plates becomes increasingly problematic the longer the  

culture period. However, the edge effect may cause critical volume loss in the periphery and corner 

wells  much  earlier.  As  such,  there  are  several  steps  that  researchers  can  take  to  reduce  the 

occurrence of evaporation:

→ Use an optimally performing humidity control of at least 95%

→ Limit the number of inspections that occur external to the incubator

→ Do not open the incubator door unnecessarily

→ Reduce the need to replace lost media by employing novel plate formats that incorporate a large 

evaporation buffer zone in their perimeter.

Figure   5.3     : Revealing of the edge effect after Alamar Blue® addition  
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5  .3 – The weighing precision  

Here is an issue that occurred in each and every experiment of the project, regarding the 

Zinc weighing. Even for the 70 µM zinc concentrated solution, the mass to collect is very low 

(m=0,00048 g) and the balance doesn't allow to weigh with a precision superior to 0,000X g. The 

most obvious solution to this issue is to take 10 times more than the necessary mass of zinc and 

then, once it is mixed with the medium, to dilute it 10 times. Like that, if we collect m=0,0048g 

instead  of  m=0,00048g,  we can take benefit  from the  maximum precision of  the  balance,  and 

minimize errors of measure.

Figure   5.4     : The weighing of the zinc chlorite  

5  .4 - The cells' counting  

The counting of the cells sometimes was inconsistent. For example having 300 000 cells in a 

flask where they seem to be very confluent is not coherent. Also counting 2 million of cells in a 

flask where the latter have been recently plated is not logical as well. In fact it is necessary to have 

the tubes and the micro-tubes, containing the cells in suspension, homogenized and, sometime, it is 

essential to perform this stage twice in order to confirm the result if unexpected.
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5  .5 - The schedule managing  

Another challenge of this work was the organization. In fact, a lot of rigor and anticipation 

was required in order to plan and to synchronize every experiment with the cells' culture room and 

the equipment availability. It was sometimes necessary to book one week in advance in order to be 

sure to be able to perform one experiment.

5  .6 - The equipment sparing  

Working with cells requires using sterile equipment as well as pure and filtrated solutions. 

But taking all these precautions has a cost. In fact, pipettes, for example, have to be changed if they 

touch anything that is contaminated. Likewise, solutions that stayed too long in the freezer have 

more possibility to be compromised. 

Therefore, it was essential during this work to take this issue in consideration, as several 

repetitions of each experiment have been performed. That is why the material needs have to be 

previously  planned,  so  that  some  utensils  could  be  reused.  For  example,  in  case  of  different 

dilutions of the same solution, a same pipette can be used for all these solutions without harmful 

impact if we go from the lower concentrated solution to the higher concentrated solution.

 Regarding the solutions,  like the culture mediums for instance,  the volumes have to be 

estimated in advance for the same reasons. Taking those precautions permit, at a long-tern scale, to 

spare a non-negligible quantity of laboratory items.
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The following table globally summarizes the spending of this work, regarding the products, 

the equipment, the machines' rentals, and the participants' time.

Table 5.1   :   The final cost of this 800 hours work is near to   60  00 €.  

The sparing of the equipment also helps to reduce the negative impact on the environment. 

In fact, this impact is due to first the production of the different solutions used during experiments 

involving cell culture,  like the AlamarBlue®, a product difficult to obtain what leads to a high 

energy consumption. Then, those products have to be recycled or transformed  after having been 

used ; they can not just being throwed away, what will also involve an important energy spending.  

Finally, the main concern about this work would be if any of the  zinc  nanoparticles entering the 

environment are toxic or could become toxic to living species in the environment. For example, 

there is the possibility of those particles being toxic to microorganisms in the soil and groundwater. 

Following on from this would be possible hazards from the nanoparticles or from consuming the 

microrganisms affected by the nanoparticles for fish, insects or mammals. There is also a risk to 

plants from nanoparticles which again could have a follow-on effect on the food chain. For example 

the deposition of atmospheric particles on crops could provide another route for toxic or reactive 

nanoparticles into the food chain.

Product Price Amount Total price
Etanol 26 €/L 2 L 52,00 €
DMEM 44 €/L 5 L 220,00 €
FBS 487 €/L 250 mL 122,00 €

Trypsin 190 €/L 50 mL 10,00 €
DMSO 125 €/L 5 mL 0,60 €

Penicilline 173 €/L 20 mL 3,50 €
Glutamine 74 €/L 20 mL 1,50 €

Zinc chlorite 93 €/Kg 5 mg 0,50 €
Alamar Blue 4500 €/L 40 mL 180,00 €

Cells 1600 €/Million 1 million
BCA Kit 241 €/kit ½ kit 120,00 €

Total cost

1 600,00 €

2 310,10 €

Price
11,00 €

0,08 €/pair 300 pairs 24,00 €
0,02 € 0,40 €
1,69 € 51,00 €

Tubes 50mL 0,14 € 35,00 €
Tubes 15 mL 0,33 € 33,00 €

0,60 € 240,00 €
1,80 € 90,00 €

484,40 €

Equipment Amount Total price
Parafilm 22 €/ribbon ½ ribbon
Gloves

Past. pipets 20 units
Flasks 30 units

250 units
100 units

Pipets 400 units
Well plates 50 units

Total cost

Participants Price Time of use
Director 60 €/H 120,00 €

Post PhD 30 €/H
Pre PhD 15 €/H 450,00 €

25 €/H 250,00 €

Total price
2 hours
50 hours 1 500,00 €
30 hours

Technicians 10 hours
Total cost 2 320,00 €

Machines Price Time of use
27 €/H 135,00 €

Microscope 10 €/H 300,00 €
35 €/H 175,00 €

610,00 €

Total price
Microplate 5 hours

30 hours
Electrophor. 5 hours

Total cost
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5  .7 - The cells  '   unicity  

Once the rats' fibroblasts are extracted from the skin, they are qualified of `passage 0´. Then, 

they are cultured in flasks in order to multiply, then, often set into wells plates for analysis. This 

manipulation involves the step of trypsinization in order to detach cells from the flask. For every 

time this  step is  repeated,  an extra  passage  level  is  given to  the  cells.  For example,  after  two 

tripsinizations,  the  cells  would  be  passage  two.  At  a  long-tern  scale,  this  procedure  is  not 

ineffective.  We  can  notice  that  the  older  the  cells,  the  lower  the  impact  of  the  zinc.  In  fact, 

trypsinization seems to wear the cells out. This phenomenon has to be taken in account, because its 

effects  are  not  insignificant.  Therefore,  experiments  of  cells  with  different  passage  level  can 

absolutely  not  being  rigorously  compared.  Only  the  global  orientation  of  the  results  of  the 

experiments involving those cells having different passage level can be assimilated. Moreover, it is 

better to use low passage cells for the very first repetition of an experiment, because the results will  

be clearer, the cells being in a better shape. The high passage cells can be used to confirm those  

results.

5  .8 – The zymography difficulties  

After the first repetition of the zymography, the stripes on the gels only appeared after a few 

days and were hardly observable. The explanation is that the enzyme concentration in the cells'  

culture medium was to low. This is logical knowing that those cells have a higher passage that the 

ones used during the previous experiment. Therefore a second buffer, more concentrated this time, 

was used, enabling to put more of the medium sample, and, by the way, increase the quantity of the 

MMP on the gels. Here is in the following table the composition of both buffer.

Components Buffer 1 2X Buffer 2 3X

Tri 1M pH 6,8 2,5 mL 1,5 mL

SDS 10 % 4 mL 3 mL

Glycerol 2 mL 3 mL

Blue bromophenol 0,5 mg 7,5 mg

Water Until 10 mL Until 10 mL

Table 5.  2   :   The composition of both buffer used for the zymography,.  
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6  )   Analysis and g  eneral discussion  

EXPERIMENT I

Let's remind that in this experiment, different concentrations of zinc are tested ; 0, 20, 50 

µM and control. Then, the cells' densities are measured thanks to Alamar Blue® after 1, 5, 8 and 12 

days.

From both of the repetitions of this first experiment, we can clearly say that the presence of 

zinc  within  the  cells  improves  their  proliferation.  We  can  also  determine  the  optimal  zinc 

concentration, that is to say the concentration that enhances the best the cells' proliferation. This one 

should be around 50 µM. A third experiment realized with higher concentrations of zinc ( 60 and 70 

µM ) revealed that a too high concentration of  zinc becomes toxic to the cells, and confirmed that 

the 50 µM concentration seems to be optimal for the cells' development.

The former phenomenon is observable from day 1. The results are particularly clear for the 

experiment 1.1, because the cells have a lower passage, which enable them to develop more easily. 

For example, starting with the quantity of 10 000 cells for each cases, we obtain after 24 hours 28  

000 cells in the presence of zinc versus only 16 000 without this element, which is almost twice as 

much. After 5 days we obtain 50 000 cells versus only 20 000 without zinc, which is more than 

twice as much. At day 8, this discrepancy is even stronger ; the cells have proliferate almost three 

times as much in presence of zinc ; we have 79 000 cells versus only 33 000 when the zinc is 

missing. Finally, at day 12, the gaps seem to reduce. In fact, the cells' densities for the different zinc 

concentrations are converging to a common critic value that is around 60 000 cells/well. Indeed, 

within the overcrowded wells, cells have begun to detach, because they don't have the space they 

require to proliferate any more. That is why the densities of most crowded wells are decreasing. In 

summary, the more the zinc there is in contact with the cells, the better those ones develop.
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Thanks  to  this  experiment,  can  also  compare  the  impact  of  zinc  to  the  calcium's  one, 

regarding the cells' proliferation. The control medium, made of DMEM with calcium, an essential 

element in the cells' growth, present at the concentration of 1,8 mM, corresponds to the optimal 

medium in which the cells proliferate the best. In fact, this category is made in order to test the 

cells, in case of any problem in the other categories. For example, if the cells of the control don't 

look good, it is more likely that the problem comes from the cells themselves and not from the 

mediums of the different categories.

As a conclusion, let's remind the four information brought by this experiment. First of all, it 

appears clearly that the presence of zinc in the wells improve the cell's proliferation. Then, 50 µM 

seems to be the optimal  concentration that enhances the best this phenomenon. Nevertheless, a 

complementary  experiment  realized  using  higher  concentrations  of  zinc  showed  that  these 

concentrations harmful for the cells, or at least, not as efficient as the optimal one. 
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EXPERIMENT II

In this experiment, a wound is simulated by a scratch with the yellow tip of a pipette, on the 

cell layer of each well. Then, the different concentrations of zinc  are added to the corresponding 

wells and the lesions areas measured thanks to image j software.

As expected, the cells react in order to close the wound area as fast as possible, and we can 

clearly  see  the  importance  of  the  zinc  addition  in  the  cells'  migration.  Once  again,  the  zinc 

concentration that seems to accelerate the phenomenon is located between 30 and 50 µM.

In fact, after 24 hours of wound regeneration, in the experiment 2.1, all the lesions have 

been healed, except the one without zinc, which remains at one third of its initial size, between the 

two lines, and two thirds on both sides. We can presently say that zinc also enhances the cells'  

migration. However, this time, the differences between the optimal concentration of zinc, which is 

between about 50 µM, and the control are non-insignificant. In fact, concerning the experiment 2.1, 

the wound is  almost  totally close for the control whereas about  ten hours more a necessary to 

entirely close lesion for the different concentrations of zinc.

The important thing to notice is that the major part of the healing process seems to happen 

right after the injury ; 14 hours after the wound, more than two third of the lesion were repaired. It  

is  now interesting  to  examine this  lapse  of  time  more  precisely,  to  evaluate,  for  example,  the 

response time of the cells. This is the goal of the repetition of the experiment, which provide, this 

time, instead of a global view of the process, a detailed insight. 

In  fact,  the  wound  area  is  now  measured  four  and  eight  hours  only  after  the  wound 

simulation.  A measure is  also made after  24 hours.  This time,  the cells  seem to develop more 

slowly. In fact, after one day, in most of the cases less than half of the lesion has been healed. 

Moreover, those cells show less sensitivity to the zinc or calcium presence. In fact, the values for 

the different conditions are more similar than they were in the experiment 2.1. This phenomenon 

may come from the fact  that those cells  had two passages  more that  the  cells  of  the previous 

experiment. However, it is now possible to observe the short-tern cells' reaction. In fact, four hours 

after the lesion, and the additions of the different zinc concentrations, the wound area has decreased 

for more than one tenth. Four hours later, almost one quarter of the lesion has been healed, what is 
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quite  a  lot  remembering  than  less  of  half  of  the  wound is  being  healed  during  one  day.  The 

following table  shows the  average percentage  of  reduction  of  the  wound size  for  the  different 

conditions.

T = 0 hour T = 4 hours T = 8 hours T = 24 hours

No Ca/Zn medium 0% - 11% - 20% - 39%

Medium with zinc 0% - 14% - 21% - 44%

Medium with calcium 0% - 18% - 27% - 57%

Table   6  .2 and figure   6  .1   : The average percentages of decrease of the wound area regarding the initial area depending   

on zinc and calcium presence, and after different lapses of time.

On the previous graph, it appears clearly that the guiding coefficient of each curve aim in 

decreasing over the time, between zero and eight hours. This observation stresses the fact that the 

diminution rate is higher just after the wound simulation.

As a conclusion, this experiment brings four information. First of all, a fact that was 

predictable, the wound tend to decrease. Moreover, this reduction is higher right after the wound 

simulation. Then, an information that was confirmed earlier thanks to the previous experiment, zinc 

enhances the wound regeneration, and more particularly, the optimal zinc concentration that 

enhances this healing seems to be, once again, around 50 µM. To finish, the older the cells, the 

lower their sensitivity to either zinc or calcium addition, and, by the way, the values even for the 

different conditions are very similar.
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EXPERIMENT III

In  this  experiment,  the  protein  content  of  cells'  extracts  is  measured  using  BCA assay. 

Proteins are large biological molecules or macromolecules, formed by amino acids. They perform a 

vast  array  of  functions  within  living  organisms,  including  catalyzing  metabolic  reactions, 

replicating DNA, responding to stimuli, and transporting molecules from one location to another. In 

other words, the more the proteins, the faster and the better the reactions or the metabolisms.

In our case, we first plot the calibration curve in order to extrapolate the unknown BCA 

concentration values from the experimental absorbance values. Then is obtained the curve of the 

BCA concentration in function of the different zinc concentrations. This curve is needed to interpret 

the results of the zymography, that is to say the quantity of MMP, in our case the MMP2, present in  

the cells' culture medium.

On one hand, after twenty four hours of culture with the different zinc concentration, the 

quantity of MMP2 secreted seems to be higher in the case of high concentration. This phenomenon 

is clearly observable in the case of the repetition knowing that the cells used had a lower passage 

(P6).  From the  30  µM concentration,  the  amount  of  proteins  increases  by half  and is  alsmost  

multiplied by two in the case of 70 µM of zinc. On the other hand, the phenomenon tends to invert 

after three days of culture. In fact, the conditions of 10 and 30 µM of zinc seem quite similar to the 

witness (0 µM), but the higher concentrations lead to an important decrease of the protein amount in 

the cells culture medium. Indeed, this quantity is divided by two in the case of the 50 µM and 70 

µM of zinc. 

As a conclusion, this experiment highlights three essential information. First, the presence of 

zinc has an impact regarding the MMP2 activity. Then, the optimal zinc concentration concerning 

MMP2 secretion enhancement is located this time around 30 µM. In fact, even after three days of 

culture with this quantity of zinc, MMP2 seem to develop quite properly compared to higher zinc 

concentration where the decrease is very clear. Finally, those higher concentrations of zinc, that is to 

say 50 and 70 µM in this case appear to be harmful for the cells that don't secrete the necessary 

amount of proteins as they should.
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The material has to release nanoparticles of zinc inside the wound. Those particle should 

first have the greatest area possible, in order to come in contact with the fibroblasts with the aim of  

being more efficient. Moreover, thanks to the previous experiments, we can presently state that the 

optimal concentration of zinc that enhances the cells' metabolism is around 50 µM, according to the 

first two experiments. In other words, the material has to release a quantity of zinc nanoparticles 

that enables to obtain this optimal concentration of zinc on the skin surface. Then, the peak of the 

cells'  activity  occurs  right  after  the  wound,  in  accordance  with  the  second  repetition  of  the 

experiment 2. So that, in order to spare some zinc, it is possible for the material to focus the zinc 

release on a period of a few hours only after the wound, what will create an important stimulation of  

the cells that will afterwards proliferate and for the purpose of closing the wound. Finally, according 

to the experiment 3, too high concentrations of zinc are, on a long tern, harmful for the cells.  Even 

if  the enhancement at  the beginning is  not the highest,  the zinc concentration used have to  be 

harmless for the cells of the body, that is why the optimal concentration of zinc should be near but 

under 50 µM. However, those results occur in the case of rats' skin cells. Indeed to create a material 

for human consumption, extra tests based on human fibroblasts  have to be realized in order to 

decree the  material safe.
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7  ) Conclusion  

The aim of this work was to determine the optimal zinc concentration that improved the 

wound healing processes that would be released from a biomaterial, at the shape of nanoparticles. 

According to the previous experiments, the material need to insure a concentration of zinc near to  

50 µM at the surface of the skin, and focus the particles liberation a the very beginning its use.

 Generally, biomaterials are materials that can be either from nature or synthesized in the 

laboratory, using a variety of chemical approaches, using metallic components, polymers, ceramics 

or composite materials. Often used or adapted for a medical application, and thus comprises whole 

or part of a living structure, improve or replace a natural function.

 First  this  material  clearly needs to  be synthesized in  the  laboratory,  and requires  some 

essential properties. In fact, this material will be place on a wound that is to say on the skin. In 

addition to its bio inertia, this material has to be light, soft, and chemically resistant. In fact, any 

reaction with the skin or with the skin's secretions need to be avoid first, or at least not immediately, 

and especially not during the regeneration time. Then this one needs to provide comfort by being 

discrete  and  follow  the  patient's  movements.  Those  properties  are  found  in  the  category  of 

polymers.  Composite  materials  are  also  interesting  because  they  provide  a  high  mechanical 

resistance thanks to the presence of fibers in the material.

Next, when a new material is created, it is now essential to analyze the life cycle, its impact 

on the environment and to think about its recyclability. We can think of the polylactic acid, which is 

a thermoplastic aliphatic polyester totally biodegradable, being derived from renewable resources 

like corn starch, tapioca roots or sugarcane. This material, widely used for medicine, was in 2010 

the second most used biopolymer of the world in regard to consumption volume.
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Finally, as an opening, we can think of other substances that, mixed with the zinc, could 

enhance even more the wound healing process.  Silver for example,  has been in use since time 

immemorial in the form of metallic silver, silver nitrate, silver sulfadiazine for the treatment of  

burns and several bacterial infections. Its use in the shape of nanoparticles is also important, as 

several  pathogenic  bacteria  have  developed  resistance  against  various  antibiotics.  Silver  in  its 

metallic state is inert but it reacts with the moisture in the skin and the fluid of the wound and gets  

ionized. The ionized silver is highly reactive, as it binds to tissue proteins and brings structural 

changes in the bacterial cell wall and nuclear membrane leading to cell distortion and death. Thus, 

developing  a  material  releasing  the  mix  of  calcium,  the  metallic  element  that  facilitate  the 

attachment  of  the  cells,  with  some  zinc,  the  substance  that  improves  cells’  migration  and 

proliferation with finally some antimicrobial silver would have unprecedented properties.
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1  0  ) Appendices  

EXPERIMENT I

A  .1.1 – Calibration Curve (12/11/13)  

( Cells : p7 )

The following values in red can not be taken into account to make the average. Indeed we 

saw earlier the problem called 'edge effect' which compromise the wells of the perimeter of the 

plate. Therefore those values don't reflect the reality, and, if they are used anyway, they will falsify 

the  final  results.  In  other  words,  the  value  corresponding  to  the  average  fluorescence  is  not 

rigorously the mathematical average, but a value that represent the best the wells in good condition.

0 862 855 952 976 849 950 967 857 971 843 950 844 906 0
4000 1659 1503 1533 2035 1830 2168 1955 1956 2164 1316 1452 1304 834
8000 2833 2978 2636 3236 3045 3529 3127 3052 3120 3178 3490 3160
16000 4646 4901 4609 4916 4845 4922 5076 5490 5064 5728 6298 6310
32000 8735 8719 9578 8893 9233 9176 9399 10461 9369 9635 10605 9593
64000 18054 17890 17731 16601 18348 16472 16816 18538 17045 19746 21585 21228

Cells Nb Alamar Blue® experimental results Average Fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor.

1 740
3 115 2 209
5 234 4 328
9 450 8 544
18 338 17 432
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R² = 0,9997001295
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A  .1.1.1 - Measure 1 (14/11/13) – Day 1  

A  .1.1.2 - Measure 2 (18/11/13) – Day 5  

A  .1.1.3 - Measure 3 (21/11/13) – Day 8  

A  .1.1.4 - Measure 4 (25/11/13) – Day 12  

Zinc concentrations
0 6526 6446 6400 5766 5793 5830 4421 4409 4426 3827 3935 4075 1061
5 7207 7020 7144 6934 7034 7372 7183 7250 7820 5329 5364 5627 837

10 7210 7209 7835 6795 6790 7172 7009 7001 7414 6655 6653 7002 339
15 5488 5491 5587 7121 7051 7750 7340 7371 7668 6911 6958 7402 838
20 7273 7288 7607 7388 7447 7709 7648 8100 7387 5725 5777 6060 798
30 6596 6548 6884 7441 7383 7489 7229 7439 7977 6564 6657 6628 481
40 7817 7992 8198 8234 8212 8812 8150 8211 8732 6049 5885 6252 1035
50 9472 8935 8525 9014 9230 9262 8742 8736 8867 7431 7536 7473 724

Control 8951 8306 8090 8600 8539 9387 2935 2566 2529 465

Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells Number
5 155 4 249 15 872
6 774 5 868 21 801
7 062 6 156 22 857
7 286 6 380 23 676
7 117 6 211 23 060
7 070 6 164 22 885
7 712 6 806 25 237
8 602 7 696 28 496
8 646 7 740 28 655

Zinc concentrations
0 6338 6366 6319 4184 9518 7474 6715 6643 6705 5522 5495 5541 1293 5406 20110
5 11166 11270 11353 9436 9330 9474 13013 13052 13243 7555 7486 7558 2169 10354 38228

10 12579 12447 12514 13213 12752 13018 13110 12915 12893 9503 9527 9420 1530 11921 43966
15 12506 12221 12289 12949 12891 13092 13077 13124 13113 10031 10128 11176 1146 11901 43894
20 10378 10395 10899 12892 13086 13085 13101 13221 13231 6923 7139 7936 2491 11348 41870
30 10883 10901 11126 13396 13210 15171 11960 12395 12321 9801 10014 9913 1634 10129 37405
40 6017 6146 6175 8534 8370 8560 9231 9279 9348 7457 7412 7465 1243 6927 25680
50 13681 14190 13608 15219 14673 14367 14434 14611 14500 11456 11631 11481 1354 13459 49598

Control 13494 15041 14924 13785 14326 13716 4302 4826 4301 656 13308 49047

Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
6 312
11 260
12 827
12 807
12 254
11 035
7 833

14 365
14 214

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 10193 10101 10141 9714 10711 10345 9671 8847 8762 6903 6453 7259 1463
5 11107 10813 11021 16278 15625 16557 21398 20396 22469 12124 13675 12912 4173

10 11912 11146 11326 18527 20169 19881 18846 21112 20878 14230 13153 12924 4037
15 9735 10468 9776 18355 20256 18415 18463 20236 20639 13357 13146 13072 4309
20 11131 10928 11134 18598 18528 18491 18240 17867 17942 10651 10515 10616 3900
30 11963 12089 11785 16660 15200 15432 14902 15256 13641 7947 8129 7931 3155
40 12709 14399 12766 17078 16889 16860 17291 16922 17483 14449 15116 14027 1792
50 16413 16249 16360 22820 22547 22894 21785 22526 21332 21694 20450 20439 2613

Control 19468 19261 21088 21395 20891 21326 7590 7451 7516 954

9 832 8 926 32 999
18 787 17 881 65 792
19 902 18 996 69 875
19 394 18 488 68 014
18 278 17 372 63 926
15 182 14 276 52 590
17 087 16 181 59 567
22 317 21 411 78 719
21 204 20 298 74 642

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 12984 12658 12940 13234 13359 13172 12467 12371 11594 7029 7418 7071 2569 45534
5 13072 12896 13070 17132 18197 18458 21705 19688 18607 7029 14443 13971 4020 70233

10 14284 15636 14329 20174 19755 19909 19872 19643 20142 14031 14060 15341 2812 70036
15 12565 12527 12620 20143 19997 20367 19765 19264 19496 14730 14836 15796 3290 70852
20 12487 12399 12528 19703 19597 19858 19505 19312 19350 13818 13764 13926 3384 69206
30 11315 11835 11241 16367 16205 16309 12940 12870 13033 12179 12245 12945 1909 56661
40 17741 17686 17939 17752 17692 17849 19505 19267 19494 17549 16070 16086 1124 68117
50 18233 18135 18417 20533 20494 20627 18827 18899 18953 15221 16213 15747 1825 72252

Control 18017 17854 17860 19203 18919 18995 13872 13748 13904 628 66714
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20 000 19 094
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A  .1.2 - Experiment 1.2 : Calibration Curve (19/11/13)  

(Cells : P8)

Cells Nb Alamar Blue® experimental results Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor.
0 268 255 256 257 255 256 257 256 258 258 254 269 258 0

4000 383 357 356 371 366 366 386 368 365 376 371 399 372 114
8000 432 403 409 452 447 447 457 442 449 461 457 490 446 188
16000 652 607 624 793 791 777 747 742 714 753 744 808 729 471
32000 794 747 759 1034 1095 1025 1833 1790 1788 1087 1090 1162 926
64000 973 939 906 1482 1531 1498 2250 2270 2190 2557 2620 2743

1 184
1 830 1 572
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A  .1.2.1 - Measure 1 (21/11/13) – Day 1  

A  .1.2.2 - Measure 2 (25/11/13) – Day 5  

A  .1.2.3 - Measure 3 (28/11/12) – Day 8  

A  .1.2.4 - Measure 4 (02/12/13) – Day 12  

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 992 945 924 997 1020 1018 955 963 944 953 946 993 32 971 713 22984
5 922 869 850 995 975 996 894 897 895 985 977 1032 59 941 683 22091

10 1017 961 948 1025 1006 1014 1026 997 1005 982 971 1041 28 999 741 23818
15 773 699 694 988 1015 1001 1004 996 1013 1026 1023 1078 136 758 24324
20 614 587 580 826 829 838 912 907 874 906 918 957 138 885 627 20423
30 499 473 471 471 468 473 554 555 552 531 531 560 39 512 254 9317
40 1123 1026 1011 884 890 886 927 947 915 911 978 1042 75 962 704 22716
50 1098 969 972 997 1013 989 921 932 901 833 859 938 71 952 694 22419

Control 1174 1110 1098 1046 1041 1046 948 995 976 71 790 25277

1 016

1 048

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 1022 995 973 1005 1024 1007 1226 1259 1224 1052 1078 1102 101 823 26260
5 1181 1117 1115 1213 1220 1177 1050 1056 1046 1089 1090 1149 62 867 27570

10 1303 1221 1191 1273 1301 1276 1211 1243 1239 1113 1139 1223 59 970 30637
15 1006 958 934 1174 1190 1166 1049 1058 1064 1131 1137 1195 90 871 27689
20 949 922 899 1191 1187 1215 1152 1145 1136 1157 1187 1220 118 919 28910
30 712 677 680 670 676 665 816 860 868 728 719 761 74 736 478 15987
40 1127 1023 1022 1337 1306 1311 1301 1284 1302 1228 1220 1312 113 1031 32453
50 1188 1108 1086 1332 1345 1324 1515 1504 1531 1351 1322 1434 149 1148 35937

Control 1542 1484 1425 1388 1445 1421 1435 1439 1392 47 1183 36979

1 081
1 125
1 228
1 129
1 177

1 289
1 406
1 441

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 810 759 733 871 863 838 842 835 786 673 654 675 78 815 557 18339
5 763 686 690 959 936 904 856 865 860 981 957 1039 113 929 671 21734

10 1136 1054 1029 1184 1174 1192 1113 1135 1115 1047 1044 1133 57 868 27600
15 1073 1034 1050 1391 1422 1403 1269 1268 1265 1199 1211 1256 133 1040 32721
20 941 924 899 1402 1435 1438 1351 1351 1340 1528 1546 1558 246 1181 36920
30 757 730 731 766 771 760 1164 1161 1146 759 765 780 181 897 639 20781
40 1134 1026 1041 1421 1379 1359 1302 1313 1327 1317 1280 1374 132 1083 34002
50 1329 1261 1260 1386 1367 1370 1598 1618 1625 1414 1427 1518 130 1222 38141

Control 1841 1782 1740 1775 1798 1758 1682 1692 1687 55 1493 46210

1 126
1 298
1 439

1 341
1 480
1 751

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 820 798 782 914 928 916 842 905 869 587 595 617 129 864 606 19798
5 177 934 29565

10 171 1377 42756
15 129 1294 40285
20 200 1559 48175
30 695 642 649 709 704 706 828 817 806 455 446 467 137 729 471 15778
40 125 1558 48146
50 149 1737 53476

Control 75 1913 58716

1 129 1 027 1 022 1 321 1 318 1 319 1 209 1 190 1 195 1 518 1 454 1 562 1 192
1 428 1 278 1 285 1 669 1 651 1 629 1 749 1 749 1 732 1 452 1 471 1 615 1 635
1 387 1 258 1 251 1 547 1 539 1 498 1 576 1 593 1 641 1 501 1 465 1 613 1 552
1 411 1 374 1 326 1 758 1 777 1 765 1 879 1 887 1 838 1 540 1 578 1 654 1 817

1 936 1 770 1 756 1 775 1 746 1 737 1 698 1 697 1 705 1 965 1 948 2 060 1 816
1 778 1 668 1 647 1 967 1 943 1 948 2 072 2 067 2 042 1 921 1 926 2 072 1 995
2 212 2 084 2 046 2 141 2 164 2 147 2 267 2 234 2 245 2 171
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A  .1.3 - Experiment 1.3 : Calibration Curve (26/11/13)  

( Cells : P7 )

Cells Nb Alamar Blue® experimental results Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor.
0 295 288 286 288 290 286 288 289 285 283 272 292 287 0

4000 346 325 329 346 349 339 348 350 350 369 363 380 350 63
8000 434 408 411 535 536 524 523 527 529 530 527 558 504 217

16000 671 615 620 778 800 774 847 859 844 804 795 873 773 486
32000 1429 1280 1282 1436 1461 1434 1394 1410 1396 1515 1479 1642 1430 1143
64000 3141 2818 2838 2734 2730 2746 2834 2847 2869 3533 3545 3778 3034 2747

0 10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000
0

500

1000

1500

2000

2500

3000

0 63
217
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2 747
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f(x) = 0,0435221198x - 123,4571428571
R² = 0,9916447515
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A  .1.3.1 - Measure 1 (28/11/13) – Day 1  

A  .1.3. 2 -Measure 2 (02/12/13) – Day 5  

A  .1.3.3 - Measure 3 (05/12/13) – Day 8  

A  .1.3.4 - Measure 4 (09/12/13) – Day 1  2  

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 2964 2863 2783 2888 2990 2986 3006 3010 2904 2859 2934 3051 79 2937 2650 63714

10 2952 2782 2766 2432 2406 2373 2438 2460 2441 2747 2749 2861 209 2617 2330 56378
20 2449 2201 2219 2126 2140 2106 2534 2572 2541 2147 2101 2231 186 2281 1994 48643
30 1914 1725 1740 1860 1910 1869 2003 1974 2000 1983 1968 2146 117 1924 1637 40457
40 3428 3294 3201 2994 3007 3066 3167 3209 3030 3094 3199 3312 135 3167 2880 69004
50 2829 2517 2485 2690 2711 2701 2420 2395 2357 2201 2286 2556 192 2512 2225 53968
60 3335 2964 2971 2843 2828 2795 2596 2619 2684 2439 2484 2846 245 2784 2497 60202
70 3268 2908 2893 3097 3281 3127 3242 3192 3247 3082 2995 3357 150 3141 2854 68407

Control 3504 3459 3295 3383 3388 3400 3644 3650 3652 134 3486 3199 76342

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 3892 3801 3553 3500 3685 3658 3666 3420 3314 3103 3475 3733 220 3567 3280 78233

10 3768 3433 3385 3250 3444 3454 3413 3342 3396 3476 3460 3752 151 3464 3177 75882
20 3622 3282 3281 3502 3454 3442 3513 3443 3492 3401 3380 3752 132 3464 3177 75865
30 3303 3049 2921 3114 3350 3532 3423 3417 3457 3477 3432 3410 192 3324 3037 72648
40 4014 4055 3897 3598 3805 3669 3786 3859 3776 3804 3989 4005 143 3855 3568 84855
50 3927 3362 3415 3390 3470 3401 3498 3498 3458 3386 3378 3851 187 3503 3216 76765
60 3830 3320 3276 3371 3318 3290 3423 3377 3376 3358 3362 3866 199 3431 3144 75104
70 2842 2461 2481 3328 3310 3325 3200 3150 3175 3196 3279 3727 363 3123 2836 68030

Control 4109 3835 3748 3452 4140 4116 4252 4206 4053 261 3990 3703 87967

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 3269 3180 3068 3406 3534 3575 3580 3668 3556 3211 3346 3503 191 3121 74547

10 3957 3585 3581 3306 3272 3460 3408 3461 3456 3497 3584 3950 216 3256 77651
20 3557 3265 3271 3539 3537 3542 3600 3587 3613 3519 3535 3872 157 3249 77498
30 3037 2908 2896 3462 3445 3423 3755 3598 3595 3713 3719 4003 351 3176 75807
40 4086 3912 3765 3813 3876 3875 4081 4003 3872 3859 3948 4195 127 3653 86781
50 3707 3378 3383 3610 3568 3397 3397 3520 3476 3351 3360 3805 149 3209 76569
60 3465 3177 3177 3592 3485 3447 3642 3637 3647 3323 3314 3883 211 3195 76257
70 2327 2190 2132 3409 3379 3416 3251 3279 3300 3285 3278 3738 539 3084 73687

Control 4410 4269 4127 4287 4392 4418 5054 5009 4819 340 4245 100366

3 408
3 543
3 536
3 463
3 940
3 496
3 482
3 371
4 532

Zinc concentrations Alamar Blue® experimental results Standard deviation Average fluorescence Adjusted to zero fluor. Cells number
0 1178 1137 1114 1128 1185 1197 1264 1299 1262 1094 1111 1167 67 891 23309

10 1191 1064 1074 1319 1346 1350 1414 1471 1484 1420 1459 1608 166 1063 27261
20 1347 1236 1229 1482 1511 1526 1793 1800 1845 1440 1479 1614 207 1238 31285
30 1399 1324 1316 1413 1457 1452 1462 1462 1462 1321 1346 1442 61 1118 28517
40 1436 1392 1371 1655 1687 1706 1744 1760 1731 1619 1681 1751 144 1341 33642
50 1602 1498 1417 1618 1629 1628 1639 1664 1720 1692 1698 1820 103 1348 33818
60 1379 1262 1194 1345 1366 1364 1341 1346 1409 1496 1513 1655 120 1102 28160
70 1291 1202 1201 1250 1274 1299 1416 1392 1405 1355 1377 1490 91 1042 26786

Control 2739 2786 2815 4396 4437 4322 3315 3443 3627 703 3255 77631

1 178
1 350
1 525
1 405
1 628
1 635
1 389
1 329
3 542
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EXPERIMENT II

A  .2.0 – Experiment 2.0  

A  .2.1 – Experiment 2.1  
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A  .2.2 – Experiment 2.2  
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EXPERIMENT III

A  .3.1.  1   : Calibration curve   after 24h  

A  .3.1.  2     - Experimental BCA results   after 24h  

Experimental absorbance Average absorbance
3,05599999 3,06999993 3,09030008 3,0721000036 2000
2,9131 2,59710002 2,91300011 2,8077333768 1500

2,79049993 1,99230003 1,73140001 2,1713999907 1000
1,34640002 1,39129996 1,37360001 1,3704333305 750
1,19939995 1,09660006 1,07169998 1,1225666602 500
0,713 0,71880001 0,6825 0,7047666709 250

0,45649999 0,43599999 0,45910001 0,4505333304 125
0,2358 0,2315 0,23100001 0,232766668 25
0,1436 0,14740001 0,1415 0,1441666683 0

BCA concentration (µg/mL)

Zinc concentrations Experimental absorbance Average absorbance BCA conc.*5 (µg/mL) BCA real conc. (µg/mL)
0 microM 0,19589999 0,1918 0,19760001 0,1972 0,17380001 0,20209999 0,19509999 0,2033 0,2001 0,29229999 0,2013 0,1974 0,2039916652 71,3707952278 14,27
10 microM 0,2491 0,2342 0,1998 0,26210001 0,1637 0,2079 0,25799999 0,21950001 0,2031 0,2192 0,2101 0,2101 0,2197333326 90,9803142701 18,20
30 microM 0,26800001 0,23119999 0,2005 0,2186 0,1895 0,2059 0,2054 0,2281 0,2146 0,2203 0,2217 0,20209999 0,2171583337 87,772617881 17,55
50 microM 0,21690001 0,20119999 0,29170001 0,22409999 0,2191 0,2124 0,24959999 0,2191 0,19149999 0,2211 0,2124 0,21879999 0,2231583322 95,2468632611 19,05

Control 0,2131 0,2051 0,1981 0,1962 0,18960001 0,191 0,2016 0,1979 0,2023 0,21089999 0,21520001 0,20559999 0,2022166662 69,1596649925 13,83

f(x) = 0,0015493199x + 0,2831277205
R² = 0,9702475195

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500
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In this very case it not possible to use the formula f(x)=0,0015493199x + 0,2831277205 

because the average experimental absorbance values are inferior to 0,28312772. Therefore the BCA 

concentration needs to be extrapolated from the  other  calibration curve's values. Moreover,  this 

issue prevent to compute the standard deviation for the same reason.

A  .3.  1  .  3   –   MMP  2 quantification   after the zymography   after   24 hours  

In the table below, on the left, the BCA concentration represents the average concentration 

per well studied and not the global average. In the table on the right, the normalization corresponds 

to to comparison of the different values to those for the 0 µM zinc concentration.

[Zn] (µM) [BCA](µg/mL)
50-1 20629 22,40 921
30-1 12531 21,56 581
10-1 12149 20,18 602
0-1 9946 12,06 825

Control-1 17577 14,63 1201
50-2 9988 17,90 558
30-2 8888 14,44 615
10-2 7256 16,08 451
0-2 7961 11,05 721
0-3 8263 13,16 628
10-3 10649 19,96 533
30-3 10679 17,27 618
50-3 12437 18,28 680

Control-3 12617 13,43 940
10-4 9642 16,55 583
30-4 9984 16,94 589
50-4 11137 17,62 632

Control-4 10409 16,74 622

Area (Pixels) Area/[BCA]

[Zn] (µM)
0 725 14 100

10 542 9 75
30 601 3 83
50 698 22 96

Control 921 40 127

Area/[BCA] Std deviation Norm.
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12
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A  .3.  2  .  1   – Calibration curve (repetition)   after 24h  

A  .3.  2  .  2   - Experimental BCA results   (repetition) after 24 h  ours  

Experimental absorbance Average absorbance
1,81500006 1,81449997 1,72909999 1,7862000068 2000
1,47210002 1,38979995 1,35380006 1,4052333434 1500
0,9138 0,84060001 0,80519998 0,8531999985 1000

0,86720002 0,7895 0,78240001 0,8130333424 750
0,62169999 0,59240001 0,59030002 0,6014666756 500
0,44010001 0,38049999 0,36919999 0,3965999981 250
0,2586 0,24330001 0,2376 0,2465000004 125
0,1751 0,17820001 0,1697 0,174333334 25
0,1522 0,15189999 0,1529 0,1523333291 0

BCA concentration (µg/mL)
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f(x) = 0,0008086823x + 0,1617226347
R² = 0,9925021065

Zinc concentrations Experimental absorbance Average absorbance BCA real conc. (µg/mL)
0 microM 0,18529999 0,1786 0,18960001 0,1795 0,1866 0,1895 0,21619999 0,1936 0,1794 0,1732 0,182 0,1742 0,185641665 29,58
10 microM 0,18430001 0,1893 0,1832 0,21269999 0,189 0,1893 0,1841 0,1868 0,18009999 0,19670001 0,1886 0,1829 0,1889166671 33,63
30 microM 0,1874 0,19159999 0,18089999 0,21269999 0,2031 0,193 0,20640001 0,1991 0,1899 0,199 0,2061 0,1866 0,1963166657 42,78
50 microM 0,2039 0,20499999 0,1881 0,2072 0,2018 0,2046 0,201 0,185 0,1812 0,1889 0,1926 0,1813 0,1950499994 41,21
70 microM 0,20280001 0,1938 0,1855 0,2032 0,1857 0,1754 0,2067 0,2017 0,1865 No Value No Value No Value 0,193477778 39,27

Control 0,1823 0,175 0,1736 0,17990001 0,1745 0,1683 0,1666 0,16410001 0,1558 0,1617 0,1682 0,1639 0,1694916685 9,61
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A  .3.2.  3   –   MMP  2 quantification   after the zymography   (repetition) after   24 hours  

[Zn] (µM) [BCA](µg/mL)
50-4 6648 32,00 208
30-4 5080 43,91 116
10-4 3885 34,23 114
0-4 3470 18,23 190

Control-4 4584 3,56 1288
70-3 9858 45,23 218
50-3 5906 33,81 175
30-3 8046 45,27 178
70-2 9247 32,62 283
50-2 5561 52,94 105
30-2 4662 50,63 92
10-3 2856 27,09 105
0-3 3303 42,80 77

Control-3 5270 0,30 17464

Area(Pixels) Area/[BCA]

[Zn] (µM)
0 134 80 100

10 109 6 82
30 193 44 144
50 162 52 121
70 251 46 187

Control 9376 11438 7010

Area/[BCA] Std deviation Norm.
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A  .3.2.  4   – Calibration curve (repetition) after 3 days  

A  .3.2.  5   – Experimental BCA results (repetition) after 3 days  

Experimental absorbance Average absorbance
1,50759995 1,48210001 1,43139994 1,4736999671 2000
1,26230001 1,18219995 1,12039995 1,1882999738 1500
0,7956 0,71579999 0,68419999 0,7318666577 1000

0,68430001 0,71850002 0,70109999 0,7013000051 750
0,4914 0,50690001 0,49149999 0,4966000021 500

0,33219999 0,31889999 0,31569999 0,3222666581 250
0,22660001 0,2228 0,22830001 0,2259000043 125
0,1593 0,1595 0,1578 0,1588666687 25

0,12890001 0,12819999 0,1292 0,1287666659 0

BCA concentration (µg/mL)
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f(x) = 0,0006702457x + 0,1450617345
R² = 0,993235651

Zinc concentrations
0 microM 0,15099999 0,1496 0,1506 0,161 0,16 0,15889999 0,16850001 0,1601 0,1617 0,1629 0,1552 0,161 0,1583749987 19,86
10 microM 0,1516 0,1618 0,15019999 0,1673 0,1657 0,15369999 0,1779 0,15539999 0,1543 0,1644 0,1547 0,1547 0,1593083317 21,26
30 microM 0,16320001 0,15979999 0,15790001 0,1488 0,1468 0,14579999 0,1781 0,16859999 0,1661 0,16949999 0,16060001 0,15889999 0,1603416651 22,80
50 microM 0,17739999 0,16689999 0,16230001 0,15620001 0,1575 0,1452 0,17550001 0,1664 0,16329999 0,1716 0,1672 0,16249999 0,1643333323 28,75
70 microM 0,17569999 0,1688 0,1627 0,17200001 0,1629 0,1635 0,156 0,15090001 0,15629999 0,1679 0,1622 0,17039999 0,1641083322 28,42

Control 0,1508 0,1468 0,14139999 0,1463 0,15180001 0,1538 No Value No Value No Value No Value No Value No Value 0,1484833335 5,10

Experimental absorbance Average absorbance BCA real conc. (µg/mL)
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A  .3.2.  6   –   MMP  2 quantification   after the zymography   (repetition) after 3 days  

[Zn] (µM) [BCA](µg/mL)
Control-1 10266 1,90 5404

0-1 10235 7,92 1293
10-1 11932 14,13 844
30-1 12313 22,74 542
50-1 10040 35,51 283
70-1 7976 35,81 223

Control-2 11176 8,32 1344
0-2 6041 22,19 272

10-2 6023 25,62 235
0-1 5666 7,92 716

Control-2 9334 8,32 1123
0-2 7597 25,62 296
0-3 9098 27,41 332
0-4 9284 21,84 425

Area (Pixels) Area/[BCA]

[Zn] (µM)
0 556 396 100

10 540 431 97
30 542 No Value 97
50 283 No Value 51
70 223 No Value 40

Control 2623 157 472

Area/[BCA] Std deviation Norm.
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